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Introduction
There is no better way to stand out from the crowd
than hosting your own show live on Facebook. It has
been proven to increase user engagement and can
be a useful tool to expand your reach and build trust
among the public.
I am sharing a number of ways to help you improve your broadcasts and give your
organisation’s brand an air of authority when livestreaming.

1 | How to go Live on Facebook
To start producing your livestreams on Facebook, it is intuitive and straightforward.
All you need to do is click on the area where you would typically write a post, once
in click the camera icon and you are ready to go. You will need to allow Facebook
permission to access your camera and microphone, after you have done that once,
you won’t be prompted each time you wish to start a livestream.
You are now ready to start running live interviews, let people see what you are doing in
real time and this opens a unique source to expand your followers and communicate with
users who have questions for you.
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2 | Tips to Maximise Your Audience Engagement
Livestreaming content is a potent tool to help get more

LIVE

eyes on your content and your brand. By creating unique
live content, you can keep your viewers engaged, it gives
users a high-quality experience and gets more views than
traditional posts on the social media platform.
Here are a few tips and tricks to make sure you get the most out of using the livestream
features on Facebook.

CREATE A CATCHY TITLE
If you have looked on social media like YouTube, Facebook and others, you will
notice that highly viewed content always has a catchy title that grabs user’s
attention. You only have a few seconds to stand out when users are scrolling,
so make the most of this by creating a title that persuades users to watch.
Your title should describe what the tone of the content will be, what you will be
doing on the video and perhaps an idea on how long the stream will be live. Be
creative and bounce ideas around before settling on any given title.

PLAN YOUR CONTENT
You will need to treat a livestream as though it were an interview or
presentation, and this means doing the groundwork before hitting the golive button. You should have an opening and closing statement prepared and
detailed notes you can use throughout the video to keep the content on topic
and viewers interested. Be sure to have a segment where viewers comments
will be answered, and this helps to keep users watching and a sense of
involvement throughout the stream.
Thorough planning will not only help your stream run smoothly; it will also keep
you more composed during the video giving it a more professional feel.
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KEEP USERS INVOLVED
Facebook provides a range of ways that users can interact with your stream. A
variety of buttons are available for users, so make sure they use them. Perhaps
start with asking the viewers to click a specific button if they can hear you
clearly, this simple technique gets users contributing straight away, and they
will feel that they are a part of the production.
It is wise to ask a question every five minutes that users can respond to, by
keeping your viewers involved, you will encourage them to share and stay
for the duration of your live feed. Never be scared to ask a question of your
viewers, they have taken the time to start watching so they will most probably
be keen to respond to your questions.

ENCOURAGE COMMENTS
Get your viewers to tell you some questions
they may have or even just let you know where
they are in the world, people like to talk about
themselves so encourage that from your users.
Get the opinions of the viewers by asking
things such as which do you prefer? Is that a
good idea? How would you feel about XYZ?
By giving them the chance to give their views
on the topics you are creating a sense of
involvement which everyone on social media
is searching for, therefore we join groups or
add comments — leverage people’s behaviour
to maximise your streams impact.

USE CALL TO ACTIONS
The whole reason for starting a livestream is to increase awareness about
whichever topic you are discussing, try to utilise this by asking viewers what
topics to cover in your next stream or let them know when your next broadcast
will be so they can set a reminder to watch.
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Once you have the viewers watching your stream, it would be a waste not to
maximise the time, and the best way to this is by telling them what the next
step is. Maybe you want them to download a guide you have created or sign
up to a newsletter. Your users won’t be sure what to do unless you point it out,
don’t be shy to ask them to take the next step, they obviously find your content
interesting, or they wouldn’t be watching.

GOING LIVE USING THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE
If you have used the Facebook livestreaming option before but want to be
more professional and have extra features, you may want to look at using a
third-party application to help. You can get free tools or very cost-effective
services that allow you to do so much more than just a standard stream.
Here a few of the most popular services available with a few key features:
Be Live is one of the most well-used services available as
it has a free service and you can do useful things such as
a shared screen with one, two or three guests. This gives a
professional feel to your broadcasts for zero money.

Another great tool although only available for the Mac is
Ecamm Live. This has a small one-time cost, but it does
allow you to share your screen, drag and drop screens
and you can read users comments without the need for
another monitor, just like reading an autocue. To add other
guests, you will need another piece of software which
seems to be its only drawback.

Crowdcast is a monthly pay service and has some cool
features that will help to make your broadcast engaging.
You will have the ability to highlight comments from users
so everyone can see what you are talking about when
you answer a viewer’s question or respond to a comment.
Using it with multiple platforms can get confusing, but it is
excellent for using on Facebook.
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